Adaptive Neural Tracking Control for Interconnected Switched Systems With Non-ISS Unmodeled Dynamics.
The adaptive neural network tracking control problem is investigated for a class of interconnected switched systems. The considered systems are with unmodeled dynamics, some of which do not satisfy the input-to-state stable (ISS) condition. By utilizing the neural network to approximate the composite unknown nonlinear functions, the corresponding decentralized tracking controller is designed for each subsystem with the help of dynamic surface control method. Some subsystems are stable with the designed controller, while other subsystems may not be stable because of non-ISS unmodeled dynamics, but they have some special properties with the designed controller. Then, a novel switching signal scheme is established such that the interconnected switched system is stable in the sense of semi-global boundedness, and the tracking errors can converge to predefined residual sets with prescribed performance index. Moreover, the switching scheme allows the number of switches to grow faster than traditional average dwell time method. Finally, a numerical example is provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented results.